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from the executive director
by bert goldberg

The saying “The Only Thing That is Constant is Change” is
attributed to Haraclitus in 500BC. Although the world around
us is changing, the value and meaning of this quote has not.
For those who have been involved in the Factoring industry, it is easy to see how changes have caused Factors to
evolve. Remember when the big names in the Factoring industry were Heller Financial and Congress Talcott?
Factoring continues to evolve and the IFA’s fall training courses are designed to help you adapt to the changes. We
are returning with our “How to Compete Against the New World of Fintech” on October 26-27 in Las Vegas. After the
success of last year’s sold out Fintech course, we are returning with all new speakers and topics to instruct you on how
to plan for the future. The emphasis this year will be on the “Tech” portion of Fintech. This course will feature seven
different presenters as well as an exhibit hall that will feature many new tech products. This is a training course you
can’t afford to miss.
Also, we are returning with our “Advanced Factoring & Legal Forum” featuring Mike & Jared Ullman. We will be
discussing complex business and legal issues that arise in lending and Factoring transactions. This course will take place
on October 19th & 20th in Las Vegas.
Our final Las Vegas course this fall will be a new roundtable meeting specifically for your Operational staff. This meeting
is designed to allow your operational staff to meet with others in a similar position to discuss methods in order to
increase your efficiency. This is an area where members can learn from each other and help to make the entire industry
more efficient. We will also feature guest speakers that will focus on enhancing increased efficiency. Attendees should
be involved in the Factoring industry for at least two years. This course will occur on October 11th & 12th.
The focus of our Transportation Factoring Meeting which will be held September 7th & 8th in Louisville, KY will be on
the disruptions to the Transportation sector. Emphasis will be placed on predictions of how the technology will affect
this important sector.
Our Senior Executives Meeting will take place on January 24th-26th at the Mauna Kea Beach Resort on the Big Island of
Hawaii. This the only high-level meeting that exists for senior executives of Factors and Asset Based Lenders to gather
and discuss issues of importance to them. Many attendees consider this to be the one meeting that owners and senior
executives of Factoring companies should not miss. This year we will focus on planning for the future with our roundtable discussions and guest speaker.
The AFA continues its work representing and protecting the Factoring industry. We have established “Champions” in
both the House and Senate in Washington DC that will help protect the Factoring industry from becoming unintended
consequences of possible legislation. If you are involved with the Factoring industry, please support the AFA as it
supports you.
The IFA also has various webinars and meetings planned on a variety of other topics to support the Factoring industry.
Information about our upcoming courses can be found at www.Factoring.org.
Thank you for your support and we look forward to seeing you at a future IFA event.
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Amerisource Funding Named One of Houston’s Top 30
Companies
Amerisource Funding | Amerisource Business Capital were recognized as one of Houston’s top privately-owned companies. The
Houston Chronicle recently published their list identifying the Top
100 Companies, based on annual revenue.
Gibraltar Business Capital Launches Informative Video Series
on Factoring
Gibraltar Business Capital launched a video series aimed at helping
small and mid-market businesses understand factoring. The 13part video series addresses the top questions related to factoring
including how factoring works, how Gibraltar evaluates risk, and
Gibraltar’s unique approach to factoring. The video series complements Gibraltar’s guide, Factoring Fundamentals: Access Working
Capital Via Invoice Financing.
Five Communicator Awards Recognize Efforts of Crestmark
Crestmark was honored by the 23rd Annual Communicator Awards
with one Award of Excellence and four Awards of Distinction for its
direct mail and collateral pieces. Crestmark’s promotional pieces
were standouts among more than 6,000 global entries received by
the Academy of Interactive and Visual Arts.
Amerisource & Patriot Partner to Offer Significant Savings
Amerisource Funding | Amerisource Business Capital and Patriot
Software partnered together to offer significant savings to Amerisource current and prospective customers.

John La Lota
Sterling National Bank
Factoring & Trade Finance Division

Patriot offers straightforward and affordable payroll solutions to
small businesses. All Amerisource customers are now eligible to receive a discount on the full-service payroll and accounting software
available from Patriot.

Fred Moss
Accord Financial

HubTran CEO Selected as Finalist for The Executives
HubTran Inc. has been selected as one of three finalists for The
Executives’ Club Innovator of the Year Award – Corporate Category.

John Martin
General Electric Company

The International Factoring Association’s (IFA) goal is to
assist the factoring community by providing information,
training, purchasing power and a resource for factors. The
IFA provides a way for commercial factors to get together
and discuss a variety of issues and concerns about the
industry. Membership is open to all banks and finance
companies that perform financing through the purchase of
invoices or other types of accounts receivable.
The Commercial Factor is published bi-monthly
by the International Factoring Association. To
subscribe, please email info@factoring.org.
The Commercial Factor magazine invites the submission
of articles and news of interest to the factoring industry. For
more information on submitting articles or advertisements, email news@factoring.org, or call 805-773-0011.

This award is presented to an individual and company in greater
Chicagoland whose new product, service, process or business
model has resulted in organic growth and measurable economic
benefit to the region.

INDUSTRY TRANSACTIONS
Bibby Financial Services (BFS) Expands Support of California
Apparel Industry with $2 Million Factoring Facility to Casual
Apparel Company
BFS used its commercial financing expertise and knowledge of apparel businesses to structure a flexible financing package that simplified the funding process and reduced the amount of paperwork
the client was required to submit.

The views expressed in the Commercial Factor are those
of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views
of, and should not be attributed to, the International
Factoring Association.
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Utica Leaseco, LLC Completes
Transaction Totaling $1,250,000
during the week of July 24, 2017
Utica Leaseco LLC completed the
funding of a $1,000,000 of a Capital
Lease on new and existing equipment
and a $250,000 inventory line for
a manufacturer in Texas. Utica was
able to provide the turnaround capital
based solely on the collateral value of
the equipment and inventory.

canada chapter events
September 12
Legal Cases: Factoring
October 10
Know Your Client
November 14-15
2 Day Seminar
December 12
End of the Year Gathering
Meetings Location:
Mississauga Living Arts Centre
Scotia McLeod Room
4141 Living Arts Drive
Mississauga ON L5B 4B8

For more information,
contact Oscar Rombolà at
(905) 603-6284 or orombola@
accutraccapital-itc.com.
Visit IFA Canada’s website at
www.FactoringAssociationCanada.com.

Loeb Term Solutions Solves Growth
Issues for 5 More Companies by
Providing Equipment Financing
Solutions
Loeb Term Solutions financed over
$9 Million Dollars’ worth of industrial machinery helping 5 companies
within the metalworking, automotive
machining, and food processing industries leverage working capital from
their machinery and equipment.
Far West Capital Closes 30 New
Relationships in Second Quarter
Far West Capital provided $9.5 million
in working capital facilities for 30

growing businesses in the 2nd quarter
of 2017.
Gibraltar Business Capital Closes
$10.8MM Asset-Based Line of Credit
for Eden, NC-Based KDH Defense
Systems
A strong understanding of how government contracts work gave Gibraltar
Business Capital the tools it needed to
structure the credit facility using raw
materials, work-in-process inventory,
finished goods and equipment as collateral.

PERSONNEL
Former MB Financial SVP joins
Gibraltar Business Capital Team
Gibraltar Business Capital hired Stan
Scott as Vice President, Account
Executive. With more than 25 years of
experience in the commercial credit
arena, Stan Scott will be managing a
robust asset-based lending portfolio.

the loeb t. K. o.
trust
Knowledge
options
Your trusted resource for equipment
solutions for 137 Years
equipment term loans
auction services
certified market appraisals
offlease equipment solutions

800-560-loeb (5632)
loebequipment.com

loebwinternitz.com
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773-548-4131

loebappraisal.com

loebtermsolutions.com

Marquette Announces Leadership
Changes and Promotions
David McFarland has been promoted
to president and chief credit officer.
He joined Marquette in 2005 and has
more than 20 years of financial experience including commercial banking,
asset based lending and factoring.
Benjamin Doran has been promoted
to senior vice president, director
of sales for Marquette Commercial
Finance. Benjamin joined Marquette
in 2012 and has more than 16 years
of experience in finance and business
development.

Arshonsky & Kurtz, LLP, and Michael
Ullman, Esq. principal of Ullman &
Ullman, P.A.
Crestmark Welcomes Michelle
Belcher as CRM Project Manager
Crestmark Executive Vice President
and National Sales Director Ray Morandell announced the appointment
of Michelle Belcher as CRM project
manager, officer; a newly created
position to enhance business practices

and data management across the
company.
Tinamarie Sulpizios Joins HubTran
as Director Business Development
Tinamarie brings significant experience serving brokers, 3PLs and
factoring companies, most recently
as Director of Sales at Ansonia Credit
Data. •

Robert Zadek, Esq. Named
as General Co-Counsel to the
International Factoring Association
The International Factoring Association (IFA) has named Robert Zadek,
Esq. of Buchalter as Co-General Counsel to the organization. He will join
existing Co-General Counsel Steven
N. Kurtz, Esq. partner of Levinson

northeast chapter events
September 12
10:00am-10:45am
Coach Diner, Hackensack, NJ
September 27
11:00am-12:00pm
Trattoria Rosa Bianca, Yardley, PA
October 3
10:00am-10:45am
Coach Diner-Hackensack, NJ
October 17
2:00pm-5:30pm
IFA NE/NYIC Joint Program &
Luncheon-Shark Tank Workshop
Arno’s Ristorante-New York, NY
October 24
11:00am-12:00pm
Trattoria Rosa Bianca, Yardley, PA
November 13
10:00am-10:45am
Coach Diner-Hackensack, NJ
November 28
11:00am-12:00pm
Trattoria Rosa Bianca, Yardley, PA
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Factoring the Staffing Industry in Today’s
New Workforce
A fundamental shift is taking place in today’s workforce. Historically, contingent labor, which is an umbrella
term used to describe a variety of non-traditional employment arrangements, such as independent
contractors, temporary employees and leased employees, made up a relatively small portion of the overall
workforce. Companies tended to view contingent labor primarily as a way to conditionally augment their
workforce in anticipation of a growth cycle while temporary employees tended to view the position as a
stepping stone to full-time employment.
By Raphael Torres, Senior Vice President, Wells Fargo Capital Finance
& Jim Cretella, Esq., Member, Otterbourg P.C.

Over the past few years, the portion
of the workforce that consists of
contingent labor has dramatically
increased. In fact, a recent study
by research firm Ardent Partners
found that the portion of the global
workforce consisting of temporary,
contract or other contingent labor
is currently over 30% and could
grow to 50% by 2020. Although the
exact figures will vary depending on
how “contingent labor” is defined,
the industry consensus is that,
under any definition of the term, the
portion of the workforce consisting
of contingent, contract or temporary
labor has steadily increased over the
past few years and will continue to
increase in the years to come.
This rapid growth in the use of
contingent labor is fueled in large
part by a fundamental and generational shift in how both employers
and workers view the workforce. In
the wake of the great recession of
2008-2009, employers are increasingly looking for flexibility and
efficiency within their workforce.
Similarly, the millennial generation,
and to a lesser extent, prior generations, are increasingly looking for
flexible work arrangements. Simply
put, more and more employers and

workers alike are embracing contingent work arrangements in lieu of
the traditional nine to five permanent position.
The nature of a staffing company is
also evolving. In the not so distant
past, the staffing industry was a
fairly simple concept, in that most
staffing firms focused primarily on
providing temporary labor, contract
labor and, occasionally, permanent
placement. Today, by contrast,
staffing firms often play a much
larger role in managing their client’s
overall contingent workforce needs
by offering a variety of peripheral
services, including payroll services,
independent contractor compliance
services, professional employer
services and managed service
provider services.
Not only are staffing companies
expanding the universe of services
they provide, they are also increasingly servicing industries that, until
recently, had little demand for
contingent labor. Historically, much
of the demand for contingent labor
came from the clerical and light
industrial industries. However, with
professional and skilled workers
increasingly seeking a flexible

work arrangement and employers
increasingly seeking “on demand”
executive-level talent, the staffing
industry is expanding into skilled IT,
medical, oil and gas, creative and
sales professions.
Factoring has traditionally been
one of the more popular forms of
financing for staffing companies,
in large part because staffing
companies typically do not have
substantial assets beyond their
receivables and factors, relative
to many other forms of financing,
are generally more interested in
the credit quality of the account
debtors than the strength of the
client’s (borrower’s) balance sheet.
However, given the recent growth
of the staffing industry, it should
come as no surprise that more
traditional lenders are increasingly
pursuing financing opportunities in
the staffing industry.
As a result of this increased
competition, factoring, at least in
the staffing industry, is somewhat
evolving into a hybrid between a
traditional factoring product and an
asset based revolving loan facility.
Whereas, in the past, factoring was
generally viewed as a high-priced
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solution typically used by weaker
companies, the influx of competition
among more traditional financial
institutions is increasingly forcing
factors to reduce their pricing, and
to restructure their facilities, in order
to more closely align with an asset
based revolving loan facility.
Despite the additional competition

for factors to the staffing industry,
the projected growth of the staffing
industry, coupled with the continued
popularity of the factoring product
within the staffing industry, presents an incredible opportunity for
factors. However, the nature of a
staffing company and the speed
with which the staffing industry is
evolving arguably makes financing a

staffing company a type of specialty
finance.
For example, staffing companies,
like any other business, can suffer
unforeseen business setbacks that
strain their liquidity, such as a bad
debt or industry slowdown. It is not
uncommon for a company outside
the staffing industry to seek to ease
this strain by stretching its trade
payables until the problem resolves.
However, most staffing companies
do not have enough trade debt
to leverage for this purpose and,
therefore, a staffing company might
be tempted to instead “squeeze” the
IRS by delaying payment of payroll
taxes to free up cash for working
capital purposes.
Of course, late or non-payment of
payroll taxes can be costly for the
staffing company and for the factor
as well. For instance, an IRS lien
will prime the factor with regard to
any advances made or receivables
created after 45 days from the
earlier of when the tax lien is filed
or the factor obtains notice of the
tax lien. Also, with relatively thin
margins, it can be difficult for a
staffing company to dig out from
underneath a significant tax liability,
at least within the short term. As
such, factors considering whether to
finance a staffing company may wish
to require the staffing company sign
an IRS form 8821 which gives the
factor, or a third-party tax monitoring service, the ability to confirm
with the IRS payroll tax deposits and
filings.
Staffing companies are increasingly contracting with professional
employment organizations (PEOs)
for the PEO to take over some of
the “employer duties” of the staffing
company, such as the payment
and reporting of payroll tax, and
workers’ compensation insurance.
When a staffing company uses a
PEO, it can be difficult for the factor
to monitor the staffing company’s
payroll tax deposits and filings with
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an 8821, as the PEO is unlikely to
allow a factor to its client to have
visibility into the PEO through an
8821. It can also be difficult for
the factor to obtain visibility into
workers’ compensation coverage
maintained by a PEO for its staffing
company client, especially where
the PEO does not itself maintain the
policy but rather obtains it through
another PEO (i.e., “piggybacks” off
that other policy). For these reasons,
factors should conduct due diligence
on any PEO used by their staffing
company clients, including determining whether the PEO is licensed
under state law (where applicable)
and whether the PEO is accredited
by either the IRS or by a reputable
third party, such as Employer
Services Assurance Corporation.
Securing and managing workers’
compensation insurance can sometimes be a challenge for staffing
companies. One reason is the
number and variety of class codes a
staffing company will need to carry
on its policy. Depending on the business of the particular customer, each
new account that a staffing company
services may require the addition
of a new class code to the staffing
company’s workers’ compensation
policy. Misclassification of workers
by a staffing company is often the
result of inexperience on the part
of the staffing company. However,
even innocent misclassification
of workers can result in retroactive premium increases as well as
penalties and interest. As relatively
low margins and little excess cash
flow can make it difficult for staffing
companies to overcome such
an unexpected and sometimes
substantial liability, factors may
wish to confirm that their staffing
company clients employ the services
of an experienced and reputable
risk manager, either in house or
through a credible PEO, to mitigate
the potential for misclassification of
workers.
Additionally, high deductible
workers’ compensation policies, and

even self-insurance, are increasingly
popular within the staffing industry.
While these types of policies can
increase cash flow in the short term
through premium savings relative
to a more traditional policy, they
can be more expensive in the long
term if, for example, the insured
experiences a sizeable number or
significant dollar amount of claims.
To minimize the potential number
and amount of workers’ compensation claims, especially for a staffing
company with self-insurance or a
high deductible policy, it is important for staffing companies to
develop and maintain comprehensive risk and claims management
procedures, which might include
on-site supervision by the staffing
company of employees while on
assignment at client companies.
Of course, even a guaranteed cost
insurance policy, which typically has
higher premiums but less downside
risk than high deductible policies
or self-insurance, can still cause an
unexpected strain on cash flow if,
for example, a staffing company
expands its business during the
policy period but does not plan for
the resulting retroactive premium
adjustment to reflect the increased
payroll. In any event, as workers’
compensation is increasingly
impacting the staffing industry,
factors to the staffing industry
should be well versed in workers’
compensation in general and should
also pay close attention to their
staffing client’s workers’ compensation programs.
Is the financing of staffing companies still a niche product? It depends
on how you define “niche.” If niche
equates to specialization, then arguably, yes. However, if niche equates
to size, then probably not, especially
if the industry continues to grow as
widely anticipated. Regardless, the
staffing industry currently presents
an excellent opportunity for factors
looking to grow their business.
The opinions expressed in this
document are general in nature and

not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any
individual or association. Contact
your banker, attorney, accountant
or tax advisor with regard to your
individual situation. The opinions of
the author do not necessarily reflect
those of Wells Fargo Capital Finance
or any other Wells Fargo entity. •

Raphael Torres,
leader of the Staffing
Services team with
Wells Fargo Capital
Finance, brings
more than 14 years
of banking experience. Raphael
began his career as a collateral
analyst and was quickly promoted
to a relationship manager, handling
some of the team’s most complex
transactions. Most recently, Raphael
served as a portfolio manager.
Raphael has been an active
member of the American Staffing
Association. He has won the Staffing
Services team’s “Team Member
of the Year” award, in both 2009
and 2012, and is a recipient of one
of Wells Fargo’s most prestigious
awards, The Golden Spoke.
Raphael can be reached by phone
at (954) 761-4029 or by email at
Raphael.E.Torres@WellsFargo.com.

Jim Cretella is a
member of the law
firm of Otterbourg
P.C. He focuses on
the representation of
institutional lenders,
factoring companies
and specialty lenders in
connection with the negotiation and
documentation of a variety of asset
based, factoring and other lending
transactions. Jim has extensive
experience in the financing of
staffing companies, and a variety of
supply chain and other trade finance
transactions, including off-balance
sheet receivable purchase facilities.
He can be reached by phone at (212)
905-3611 or by email at jcretella@
otterbourg.com.
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Proceeds
After taking a detour into the political arena for the last two articles, suffering a couple of beatdowns, but also
gathering some praises (and thanks to everyone for the feedback), I have decided to come back to the basics. In
doing so, I wanted to focus on one word that arguably could be the foundation of the factoring industry.
So, like Pee Wee Herman used to
say, the word of the day is proceeds.
Indeed, proceeds is what drives
the factoring industry. The factors
advance funds to the clients by
purchasing accounts, and expect
repayment from the account
debtors, which payments are the
proceeds of the factor’s advance.
Factor clients take advantage of the
early collection of their accounts
receivable, by selling the accounts
to the factor, and the proceeds
from the account sale to the factor
provides immediate working capital.
The most common thought as
to what proceeds really are, for
most finance people, are the funds
received upon the sale or other
disposition of an asset. However, the
concept of proceeds is quite broad.
It provides significant protections,
but can also get you into trouble.
Therefore, it is important to have a
good working knowledge of what
constitutes proceeds.
UCC Sec. 9-102(a)(64) is the definition of proceeds, and it’s fairly long.
However, it can be broken down
into the following main groups.
First, proceeds constitutes whatever
is received from the sale, lease,
license or other disposition of your
collateral. For example, the factor
client sells inventory, for which
you have a lien. The payments
received constitute cash proceeds.
The right to collect the payment at
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a later date, is an account, which
is also considered proceeds of the
inventory. Second, proceeds can
be what is received on account of a
damage or interference claim. For
example, the secured party has a
lien on inventory. A fuse goes bad,
starts a fire, and the inventory is
destroyed. The debtor makes a
claim to its insurance company. The
insurance money paid on account
of the insurance claim constitute
proceeds of the inventory collateral.
Third, proceeds also include rights
arising out of the collateral, which
is broad, but can include litigation
or reclamation claims. For example,
a person purchases inventory from
the debtor, but fails to pay. The
debtor brings a breach of contract/
collection claim to obtain payment.
The secured party with a lien on
the inventory has a lien on the
recovery of the lawsuit, because
the litigation claim is a right derived
from the inventory lien. Finally, the
outer reaches of proceeds include

things such as loss, nonconformity,
interference or infringement claims
against the collateral. So, sticking
with the inventory example, if the
inventory constitutes trademarked
goods, and a bad person is selling
counterfeit goods, the trademark
infringement claim would be an
infringement claim against the
secured party’s general intangible
collateral, as trademarks are
automatically swept up into general
intangibles, and the trademark
infringement claim should constitute
an infringement claim against the
collateral. Another important thing
to note about proceeds, is that once
you have a lien on a specific asset,
you automatically have a lien against
proceeds and no separate collateral
description is required, although
everyone includes proceeds in their
collateral descriptions contained in
the security agreement.
A problem occurs where a secured
party who has a lien against

Steven N. Kurtz, Esq. has represented factors, banks, and asset
based lenders on a continuous basis since 1987, and he is the
Co-general Counsel to the IFA. A founding partner of Levinson
Arshonsky & Kurtz, with offices in California and Oklahoma, he
practices in the areas of commercial law, insolvency, workouts,
loan documentation and trade finance, in both transactions and
litigation matters. He can be reached by phone at 818-382-3434 or by email at
skurtz@laklawyers.com.

accounts, and expects to have a
lien on the cash proceeds when
the debtor deposits the funds into
the bank account. Intuitively, one
would think that if you have a lien
against all accounts, and all accounts
are deposited into the debtor’s
bank account, that the funds in the
bank account would constitute the
perfected proceeds of the secured
party’s lien against accounts.
However, this is not the case. The
UCC classifies this bank account
as a deposit account. Deposit
accounts constitute a separate
item of collateral, and perfection is
not accomplished through a UCC-1
financing statement. Rather, if you
are not a bank which has the deposit
account, a control agreement is
needed between the secured party
and the financial institution where
the bank account is maintained. A
control agreement is the only way
to obtain perfection over funds in a
deposit account. A control agreement is typically a fairly standard
document that is almost always
done under the form of the bank
where the deposit account is
maintained. It allows the debtor to
use the deposit account, but also
provides that once the secured party
gives notice to the bank, that the
bank will honor the secured party’s
instructions and hold the funds in
the deposit account for the secured
party’s benefit. The area when the
secured party’s perfection on the
deposit account is typically called
out is when a lien creditor, who has
a court order allowing it to collect
or levy funds against your debtor,
serves a levy against the deposit
account. Normally, the secured
party who fails to obtain a control
agreement loses in priority to the
lien creditor who seeks to enforce
a judgment, or a court ordered
prejudgment remedy against the
funds in the deposit account. Some
states, like California, have a way
out for the secured party who fails
to obtain a control agreement, and
allow for the secured party to prevail

against the lien creditor, if it can be
shown that the debtor deposited
all of its collections on accounts
in the deposit account, and the
funds in the deposit account can be
traced to the accounts. The funds
in the deposit account must be
the direct and traceable proceeds
of the secured party’s lien against
accounts. However, this is always an
uncertain result, and it is advisable
that if the secured party wants to
have a perfected lien against money
in the deposit account, that it enter
into a control agreement.
Since insurance claims and recoveries are a form of proceeds, one
should be aware of this item of
collateral. Actually, this is fairly
straightforward. If your debtor has
any kind of stuff, whether it’s inventory, equipment, a place of business
where things are stored, the debtor
should have insurance. All one
needs to do is find out the debtor’s

insurance company before you close
a deal and confirm which losses are
covered. The insurance company
will have lender endorsement forms
which when completed, make you
the payee on any insurance claim
and provide you notice in the event
that a policy is not paid. If you do
not have the lender endorsement
form signed in the beginning, and
you learn of the claim, make sure
that you have all details and do what
is needed to make sure that the
insurance proceeds of your collateral
is paid to you, or make your arrangement with the borrower/factor
client before the funds are paid over
by the insurance company to your
debtor.
One must keep proceeds in mind
when entering into intercreditor
agreements. Often, it is common
for a factor and an inventory
lender to enter into intercreditor
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agreements for the same debtor.
The factor provides working capital
by purchasing accounts. The inventory lender provides working capital
by advancing against inventory.
In some situations, the inventory
lender and the factor will have
an intercreditor agreement that
provides that the inventory lender
is first on accounts unless the factor
funds against that account and a
certain amount of the proceeds
are paid over to the inventory
lender. However, there are several
instances when no specific arrangements are made and the parties
seek to set forth their respective
priorities against what they advance
against. So, in this case, the inventory lender is first on inventory and
the factor will expect to be first
against accounts. However, keep in
mind that proceeds automatically
attaches to one’s specific item of
collateral. Therefore, the proceeds
of the inventory lender’s collateral
will be accounts. Thus, it is important to keep in mind proceeds
when entering into an intercreditor
agreement and make sure that the
priorities are exactly what you want
them to be—not what the document
may or may not say.
Litigation claims are an important
item of proceeds. For example,
a person who fails to pay for the
sale of inventory, and then is the
subject of a litigation claim, who
later settles, is settling and paying
with your proceeds. In the factoring
context, you may charge back an
account that fails to pay for some
reason. With many factors, as long
as sufficient arrangements are made
and the chargeback is handled,
the litigation claim to collect on
the charged-back account is often
forgotten. But, again, the litigation claim to collect on the unpaid
account constitutes the proceeds
of your collateral in accounts.
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It is important to keep
in mind proceeds
when entering into an
intercreditor agreement
and make sure that the
priorities are exactly what
you want them to be.
Therefore, it is important to track
what happens after a chargeback. If
there are litigation claims, make sure
you know what is happening at all
times. If necessary, put the litigation
lawyer on notice of your claim on
the proceeds. Things can change
quickly, and it is always important
to monitor your litigation claim
proceeds collateral.
The outer limits of litigation
claims are those for infringement.
Infringement are generally
considered claims for damages
by some form of wrongful use of
the property. Often infringement
claims are brought as tort claims.
Common examples are trademark
or copyright infringement claims.
Another example of an infringement claim would be a claim in
negligence against someone who
may have temporary storage of
inventory collateral. There is another
class of litigation claims, which are
taken as original collateral, which
are known as commercial tort
claims. Commercial tort claims are
described as tort claims arising out
of the debtor’s business, and must
be set out in the security agreement and perfected by a financing
statement that specifically describes
the claim. Sometimes it is difficult
to tell infringement claims which
are proceeds of collateral apart
from a commercial tort claim. This
confusion will come into play if your
debtor fails and is in a bankruptcy
proceeding. Your debtor, who is a
victim of wrongful conduct, and filed

a chapter 11 case, will have the ability
to argue in bankruptcy court that
you are unsecured on what is now
being classified as a commercial tort
claim—or a creditor’s committee, or
even the Office of the United States
Trustee, can do the debtor’s bidding.
In a chapter 7 case, you will have the
chapter 7 trustee trying to separate
you from you collateral. Frequently,
a business fails as a result of
wrongful conduct caused by a third
party. These claims are often valuable. Sometimes, litigation claims
are stated in contract and tort.
Moreover, there is very little case
law as to the difference between an
infringement claim to your collateral
versus a commercial tort claim. The
difference is important because
proceeds automatically attach to
your collateral, while commercial
tort claims require precise specificity
as to the collateral description in
both the security agreement and the
UCC-1. Moreover, you can’t merely
say all commercial tort claims in
your contract and later rely upon
this description if the debtor has a
valuable litigation claim. Therefore,
special attention must be given to
these litigation claims, preferable
before the factor client/borrower
fails, and you will likely need to draft
your way around this problem.
Factors and other lenders basically
make their living on proceeds, as
do the factor clients and borrowers.
But, proceeds constitute a very
broad base of collateral, and can
creep its way into all kinds of
dealings. In some situations, you
may not even realize the benefit of
your proceeds because the drafters
of Revised Article 9 saw to it that
proceeds are automatically attached
and perfected. But, in other
instances, proceeds can be very
subtle and it is important to know
where you stand with respect to this
item of collateral. •
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Factoring Commercial Construction Projects
Tempting but dangerous, lucrative but risky…that’s factoring in the construction industry.
By Frank Skelly
Construction is booming, yet it’s an industry with a
desperate need for financing solutions. I would argue that
cash flow issues in the commercial construction industry
dwarf that of any other industry, particularly those of
the commercial subcontractor. Margins are moderate,
operating expenses significant, supplies are expensive,
and favorable terms are few and far between. Billing is
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typically monthly, and payments usually show up about
55 days after the subcontractor has already carried a full
month’s worth of expenses. The 1st tier subcontractors
are the ones that bear the brunt of the cash flow burden
on commercial projects as almost all general contractors
have ‘paid when paid’ or ‘paid if paid’ clauses in their
agreements.

The result is the typical 1st tier
subcontractor carries up to 90 days’
worth of expenses and payroll.
Even if they are fortunate enough
to have terms with their suppliers,
30 days simply doesn’t cut it. On
commercial construction projects,
the little guy carries the financial
burden. If one were to describe the
ultimate candidate for factoring, it
would surely be the typical 1st tier
commercial subcontractor. For the
most part, it’s an industry that has
not been touched by factors and it is
ripe for the taking.
However, challenges do
exist.
When factoring traditional industries, the risk is usually apparent.
We know if we get good verification
from a creditworthy account debtor
99 times out of 100 we will get
paid…in the construction industry,
it’s not nearly that simple.
In construction, once verification
is secured the factors work is just
beginning. The risk is not limited to
the creditworthiness of the account
debtor; it’s the subs, suppliers,
and vendors brought onto the
project where the real danger lurks.
Miss one supplier and you have a
problem. Workers don’t get paid,
union dues are missed, insurance
lapses…. it’s even worse.
Although an estoppel should carry
the day in a court of law, from a
practical standpoint, it takes years
to get to that day. In the meantime,
if there are unpaid subs, suppliers,
vendors, payroll or union dues, the
factor will not get paid regardless of
the strength of the estoppel.
The reason is simple; subs, suppliers,
vendors, and laborers all have
mechanic’s lien rights and those
rights trump almost everything.
The system makes it very easy for
unpaid subs, suppliers, vendors, and
workers to file a lien and encumber
a project. Some states even provide

for Stop Notices which allow an
unpaid sub, supplier, vendor or
worker to freeze 150% of the money
they claim is due them. From a practical standpoint, the sub, supplier,
vendor or worker’s lien will always
get paid right away while the factor
will be left hoping for that day in
court.
To be fair, estoppels do put pressure
on the general contractor, but they

will always feel more pressure from
the project’s owner to get the lien
removed. Since nobody is ever in
a rush to pay something twice, the
factor will be left holding the bag.
The good news is these powerful
liens cut both ways…although they
can be a huge liability and put your
collateral at risk, they are also one of
your biggest assets if you know how
to use them to your advantage.

We Fund Factoring
ParticiPations

• Participations funded up to $1 Million
• Debtor or client-specific participations
• Global portfolio participations available for small
ticket factors
• 48 hour decision turnaround time
• 15 years factoring experience
• Not a servicer, so we won’t solicit your clients or compete
against you in the marketplace
• No direct liens required against you or your client, so our
participation remains anonymous to your clients
• U.S. based factors only
• Don’t lose deals because of size or concentration again

contact Knox clark for more information
504-495-1084 • knox@gsrfund.com
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Risk is everywhere.
Although your construction clients
know who they have hired to work
on their jobs, it doesn’t mean they
want you to know who they are.
Getting your clients to voluntarily
identify everyone they have hired
can be challenging. Sometimes
clients omit them intentionally with
the hopes of pulling more money
out of a job, money that should be
going to subs, suppliers & vendors.
However, there are times when your
client will not know all the subs,
suppliers and vendors working on
the job. This can happen when your
client hires a 2nd tier sub who in turn
has subs, suppliers, and vendors of
their own. This can be problematic
and can lead to offsets and deductions if any of these parties aren’t
paid. It is critical that the factor
understand not only who their client

has hired to provide products or
services on the project but also who
those parties have hired (see ‘true
stories’ below). Other challenges
involve calculating union dues and
which unions need to be paid (there
are different unions for different
trades). If changes occur on the job
that you are unaware of it is very
easy to overlook a party that should
be getting a portion of the proceeds
the factor is disbursing.

Consider the following true
stories.

southeastern region of the US. We
reviewed the contract carefully, and
the client dutifully identified all the
subs, suppliers, vendors and workers
on the job. As the job progressed
we secured the appropriate lien
releases, cut joint checks and
funded the client. It turns out that
about halfway through the job our
client had opened an account with
another concrete supplier which we
were unaware of. We continued to
fund the job but as we were about to
collect the final $139,000 payment
we were contacted by the general
contractor who wanted to know
why there was a lien on his project
from a concrete supplier. How do
you make sure your client doesn’t
open other supplier accounts during
the job?

• The client was pouring concrete
slabs for a chain of retail stores in the

• The client was a 1st tier subcontractor hired by the prime contractor

MCA’s can be especially problematic;
if a default occurs, funds intended
for project-related expenses such as
payroll, workers comp, and suppliers
might end up being intercepted by
the MCA.

Sometimes you need something fast. Like financing.

F

or over 20 years, Crestmark’s customized financial solutions have been helping businesses
finance expansion, purchase goods, or make payroll. With the experience, knowledge and
product line to get it done quickly, we now offer a simplified process!

Turn your

B2B A/R
into $$$

Announcing Crestmark’s Fast Track Financing
¬ Simpler
¬ Quicker
¬ Easier

(less paperwork)

FAST TRACK

(an answer in 24 hours)
(a short application)

LET’S GO! Call us at 888.999.8050
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A Crestmark Bank Company,
Member FDIC

F I N A N C I N G
crestmark.com/fasttrack

to hang sheetrock at a yearlong
project worth $1 million, located at
a Connecticut university. Our client
brought in a labor subcontractor
to help them stay on schedule.
About midway through the job,
the Department of Labor shows
up on the job to ensure prevailing
wage conditions are being met.
Unbeknownst to our client, the 2nd
tier subcontractor providing the
labor was not complying with the
required payroll conditions (DavisBacon Act). DOL fined the general
contractor $200,000 which, of
course, the general contractor
immediately offset against
$365,000 due us. Although we had
an estoppel, the general contractor
refused to pay. 37 months later, we
finally had a trial date.
• An Asset Based Lender who lost
their credit line and was attempting
to sell its portfolio which included
a $1 million line to a construction
company. With over $1.2 million in
AR the ABL felt secure, except when
they approached us they learned
the hard way that most of that AR
was encumbered by subs, suppliers,
vendors, workers and union dues.
When the dust settled, the ABL realized that they only had $126,000
coming to them and that was only if
the $1,200,000 was paid in full.
What is the solution?
Good verification is critical; relying
on anything less than an estoppel
is asking for trouble. Identifying
and paying anyone with lien rights
including subs, suppliers, vendors,
payroll, union dues and insurance
premiums is a must. Monitoring the
job closely including the schedule
of values, lien filing deadlines, open
and closed AP & AR reports, bank
statements, insurance, contractor’s license, IRS 940 & 941’s as
well as other projects is mandatory.
The overall health of your client is
key when factoring construction.
Problems from one job quickly spill
over onto other jobs.

Good verification is
critical; relying on
anything less than an
estoppel is asking for
trouble. Identifying
and paying anyone
with lien rights is a
must. Monitoring
the job closely is
mandatory. The overall
health of your client
is key when factoring
construction.
Specific steps to take:
• Manage all sub, supplier and
vendor releases, do not leave it to
the client.

• Insist your clients use outside
payroll & bookkeeping services.
• Monitor that insurance policies,
including workers’ comp, remains in
effect.
• Ensure compliance with the Little
Miller Act & Davis-Bacon Act on all
public jobs.
• Comply with the 12 states that have
statutory mechanic’s liens.
• Be aware that at least 15 states
have sub, supplier, vendor & workmen’s trust fund statutes that the
factor needs to be aware of.
Some of these steps are easy to
adapt, such as monitoring insurance
(have agent name you as additionally insured so you will be notified if
policy is cancelled); others are not
so easy.
Having funded over 250 commercial
construction projects in 34 states
in the past five years, I can tell you
that it is a lucrative niche but it is
also fraught with danger. However,
if you have the stomach for the risk
that comes with factoring construction and develop the right system
of checks and balances, it can be
profitable. •

• Collect certified payroll and union
status letters with each funding.
• Pay all subs, suppliers, vendors,
payroll service and union dues by
joint check.
• Monitor deadlines for filing a
Notice to Owner (Florida) or a
Notice of Furnishings (MI) or a 20
Day notice (CA), each state has
different requirements. Miss one of
these deadlines and your ace in the
hole is gone…your client loses their
lien rights and so do you.
• Monitor lien filing deadlines.
• Monitor bank statements along
with open and closed AP reports.
This is an excellent way to see
whether the client has brought in
an MCA or if they are not disclosing
subs, suppliers, or vendors.

Frank Skelly runs a
cash management
and funds control
group which
provides financing
to the commercial
construction industry. He works
with Factor King, LLC, a New Yorkbased factoring company. Frank
has a 30-year background in both
finance and construction. He has
previously served as CEO of an
investment bank and President of
a distressed real estate investment
fund. He can be reached by phone
at (800) 918-7830 or by email at
FSkelly@factorking.com.
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Marketing and Sales Insights
The last few years have seen
unprecedented competition
for new clients. After nearly
a quarter century in this
business, I’m still energized
to find new marketing
and sales channels and
strategies. As we look
back on where we are so
far in 2017, here are some
thoughts for this year.

Fintech and Factoring Bedfellows
“Adversity makes for strange bedfellows” is a common adaptation of William
Shakespeare’s famous quote, “Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellows”. These days, fintech seems to be the industry that factoring companies
love to hate. In my experience, however, I find an interesting opportunity in
the proliferation of fintech. In fact, I recently partnered with a fintech lender
to solve a nagging problem: other fintech lenders.
Fintech lenders, also known as marketplace lenders, merchant cash advance
(MCA) lenders, and ACH lenders market to cash-squeezed small and mediumsized enterprises (SBEs) that are easy prey to brokers hawking expensive and
inflexible loans to the most desperate of borrowers. While fishing for tuna,
fintech occasionally nets some dolphins. I try to free those “dolphins” with
less costly and more flexible options wherever possible. Not only do I find that
fintech lenders are hooking some businesses that don’t need their product, I

Tony Furman is president and co-founder of Interstate Capital
Corp, a New Mexico-based factoring company. Interstate Capital
was formed in 1993 and factors nearly $1 billion per year of
invoices for over one thousand active clients. Learn more at
InterstateCapital.com. Tony can be reached by phone at 1-800422-5995 ext. 118 or by email at tfurman@interstatecapital.com.
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also find that even some of my own
factoring clients are unknowingly
obtaining much more costly fintech
loans. These are clients I could
accommodate with, for instance,
over-advances and other support.
The solution may simply be a matter
of better educating my clients.
I have partnered with a fintech
company to which I refer prospects
who already have a fintech loan. In
the past, I used to throw my hands
in the air when I came across a really
great factoring prospect that is
already indebted to a fintech. Why?
Because many fintech lenders file
UCC-1s and are loath to subordinate
their security interest to factoring
companies. A lost opportunity?
Maybe not. Now, when I run across a
prospect that would be “factorable,”
if not for a stubborn fintech lender
that won’t subordinate, I simply
refer the prospect to my fintech
partner who is happy to refinance
the old fintech loan and take a
second lien behind me.

cost, and differentiate yourself
whenever possible from your lowerrate competitors.
Take a play out of the fintech
playbook through automation and
differentiating yourself by creating
less friction. Remove every roadblock and barrier to make it easier
for people to apply. Ever been to a
fintech website and applied for a
loan? You should. Just don’t take

the loan. Focus on how fintechs
have differentiated themselves
from other lenders and factoring
companies by reducing transactional
friction and speeding the process.
Granted, factoring companies do
require more extensive underwriting
and documentation, but sometimes,
it’s not what you ask for—it’s how
you ask for it.

Differentiation and
Automation as a Marketing
Tool
Scaling a factoring business requires
differentiation. How do you stand
out from the crowd? One effective way to differentiate yourself
is to charge lower rates than your
competitor. This race to the bottom
may not be necessary if you have
a sufficient number of arrows in
your quiver to set you apart from
the competition. For most of us,
lowering rates to compete with the
lowest-cost providers is simply not
an option, due to capital constraints,
cost of borrowed funds, or overall
cost structure. No doubt, it is
difficult to compete with competitors who charge lower rates, but
if there’s one thing the fintech
industry has proven, it’s that SBEs
are not as cost conscious as we once
thought. So there is hope. Market
your strengths, market value over
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Don’t ask for things you
don’t need
Do you really need a fax number?
If so, maybe you should be looking
for a different demographic of
client. Fintechs have become
successful because they don’t ask
for things they don’t need. They
design systems to save applicants
time. There is an inverse correlation

between the time it takes to
complete a form and the likelihood
of that form ever being submitted.
Make your online forms simple and
streamlined. Make it easy for applicants to supply information you do
need. Don’t ask for information you
can easily obtain yourself for free.
Every keystroke you make an applicant hit reduces the chances the

think you know your stuff?

Prove it!

Certified ACCount exeCutive in fACtoring

You are eligible to sit for the Certified Account
executive in Factoring exam if you have been
involved in Factoring for at least two years and
you are or have been in an
Account Executive role, or you
have managed such a
position.

Any qualified candidate can sign-up, there is no need
for employer sponsorship. Qualified candidates can
schedule the exam at a supervised testing center
in a nearby city and will take a 100 item, multiple
choice exam.

The exam was not designed to
be easy; many candidates
report that taking the exam
took every bit of the two
hours allotted and not everyone who takes the
exam will achieve this prestigious credential.
Candidates who pass the exam can proudly display
their CAEF designation by using the
CAEF logo and C.A.E.F. initials to
show the world they are proficient
in the field of Factoring.
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Don’t require originals if you
don’t need them. In almost all
cases, digital copies are enforceable, so think hard about slowing
onboarding process down by
requiring your clients to sign and
overnight originals. Since rethinking
the subject of originals, I believe
we have reduced the amount of
pipeline leakage. A large number of
my clients are truckers, so one of
the biggest causes of funding delays
used to be our applicants being
unable to get to a printer.
Step Outside Your Comfort
Zone

tHe ProCeSS iS eASY...

ProudLY diSPLAY tHe CAeF deSignAtion

application will be submitted. Don’t
make applicants download a PDF
application, print it, sign it, scan it,
and email it if you are able to collect
the same information through a
secure online form on your website.
Reducing transactional friction is
one of the most often overlooked
means of differentiation.

Do
you
or your
employees
possess the
knowledge
base to become
Certified?

Join The Growing
Ranks of CAEF’s
and Sign-up Today!
visit www.factoring.org for more
information or call 805-773-0011

If your marketing specialization
is digital, try stepping out of your
comfort zone by expanding your
non-digital marketing. If you have
a centralized sales organization, try
some decentralization. If you do
direct mail, try display advertising.
If you have never been an exhibitor
at a trade show, try it. You never
know where your next big origination channel will develop. I have
friends in the factoring industry who
do very well with trade shows and
others who simply dismiss them.
While I don’t exhibit at many trade
shows, I find that diversification of
marketing can pay good long-term
dividends.
For years, I conceded that obtaining
referrals from outside referral channels was something my organization
was just not good at. We have
always obtained lots of referrals
from our clients, but we have never
been a “broker-centric” model
where we rely to a large extent on

non-digital origination channels or
any single channel for our leads. The
lack of past success led me to the
wrong conclusion and as a result, I
long shunned the development of
a referral partner network. Still, I
do not actively pursue brokers who
are in the business of finding money
for their clients, but about a year
ago, I hired a Director of Partnership
Development.
The objective for this strategy
is to develop a large network of
non-brokers who regularly refer to
business. If we stumble upon a great
broker, that’s fine, but it’s not the
objective. From my past experience
with brokers, I’ve learned they are
an independent bunch, and earning
their long-term loyalty or exclusivity
is all but impossible. Non-broker
referral partners generally are not in
it for the referral money (although
that certainly keeps us top of mind).
The difference between a referral
partner and a broker is that a
referral partner is not a professional
“money finder”; they are typically
exclusive relationships, and they
are motivated purely by referral
fees. Broker’s on the other hand,
are motivated first by the amount
of commissions they will earn from
the relationship, and secondarily,
all other factors. Granted, brokers
are professional “money finders”, so
they have an expectation for high
conversion and retention rates. I
receive perhaps a dozen calls or
emails from brokers each month.
The first (and often only) question
they ask is “how much commission do you pay”. Referral partners
seldom ask about compensation.
With creativity and a consistent
customer focus, our factoring
company’s marketing efforts keep
exceeding our ambitious projections. We don’t mind stepping out
of our comfort zone—and that
keeps our work both satisfying and
rewarding, year after year. •
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3PLs Ability to Select Carriers Without Liability—
Now More Difficult
As I am sure you have read over the last few years, more and more 3PLs and shippers are being brought into
lawsuits time and time again, for the negligent hiring of a motor carrier.
By Nancy O’Liddy
The Transportation Intermediaries
Association (TIA) fully supported
the proposed Safety Fitness
Determination (SFD). The SFD
would have cleared up how
safety ratings for motor carriers
are presented to the public, and
remove the confusion and liability
traps that surround the four-tiered
rating system. TIA supported the
CSA Reform language included in
the FAST Act, but the SFD is based
on absolute measures and is not
directly tied to CSA. Therefore, the
SFD should not be delayed until
the CSA study, certification, and
corrective actions are taken. The
entities that hire motor carriers,
like 3PLs and shippers, cannot wait
any longer for a clear cut line to
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determine which carriers are safe to
use and which carriers are not. The
SFD would have provided the 3PL
industry with that line. Additionally,
the SFD would identify and remove
the most egregious motor carriers
from our nation’s highways, and
drastically improve safety.
On March 22, 2017, the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) announced its notice of
withdrawal of the January 21, 2016
notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) on Motor Carriers Safety
Fitness Determination (SFD). The
SFD would have revised the methodology for issuance of a safety
fitness determination for motor
carriers. The new methodology
would have determined when a
motor carrier is not fit to operate

commercial motor vehicles (CMVs)
in or affecting interstate commerce
based on the carrier’s on-road
safety data; an investigation; or a
combination of on-road safety data
and investigation information.
On January 21, 2016, (FMCSA)
published in the Federal Register
the notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) for the much-anticipated
carrier safety fitness determination
(SFD). FMCSA proposed to amend
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations (FMCSRs) to revise the
current methodology for issuance of
a SFD for motor carriers, changing
the process by which commercial
motor vehicle operators are categorized as fit, or not fit, to operate in
interstate commerce.

The proposed rule would have
based the determination of a motor
carrier’s fitness based on (1) on-road
safety data in relation to five of the
Agency’s seven Behavior Analysis
and Safety Improvement Categories
(BASICs); (2) an investigation; (3)
or a combination of on-road safety
data and investigation information. As part of this on-road safety
data set, FMCSA would ensure that
absolute measures would be used
to determine the fitness of a motor
carrier, in lieu of the algorithms used
by the CSA initiative. The Agency
also proposed eliminating the
current four-tier rating system and
moving to a “red-light/green-light”
system of “unfit” carriers.
The Agency received 110 comments,
many of which asked the Agency to
delay the rulemaking until the FAST
Act study, corrective action plan,
and certification were completed.
TIA was among a few commenters
that supported the rule, and would
like to see it become a Final Rule as
quickly as possible.
Although TIA understands that
the data still needed some corrective action, TIA supported the SFD
rulemaking because it cleared up
how safety ratings for motor carriers
are presented to the public, and
removed the confusion and liability
traps that surround the four-tiered
rating system. The entities that
hire motor carriers, like 3PLs and
shippers, need a clear-cut line to
determine which carriers are safe to
use and which carriers are not.
On June 27, 2017—The National
Academy of Sciences (NAS)
who was tasked by Congress
in the FAST Act, to conduct
a thorough comprehensive
examination of the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration’s
(FMCSA) Compliance, Safety and
Accountability (CSA) initiative, has
released their much-anticipated
report. Congress commissioned
the NAS to conduct this study
because of concerns from motor

carriers, shippers and brokers
about the validity of the system,
and the impacts of the scores on
third-parties.
In summary, the NAS found that
the CSA and Safety Measurement
System (SMS) is:
• structured in a reasonable way,
and its method of identifying motor
carriers for alert status is defensible.
However, much of what is now done
is ad hoc and based on subjectmatter expertise that has not been
sufficiently empirically validated.
This argues for FMCSA adopting
a more statistically principled
approach that can include the expert
opinion that is implicit in SMS in a
natural way.
Additionally, the NAS based on the
current information available to
them, was unable to make a recommendation if a motor carrier’s SMS
results and scores should be made
publicly available. The NAS recommends that the Agency conduct a
detailed review and analysis of the
potential impacts to industry and
the public of making those scores
publicly available. Ultimately, this
means that the scores will likely
remain hidden from view until
further analysis is conducted.
Specifically, the NAS makes the
following recommendations to the
FMCSA for improvements:

1 FMCSA should implement an
item response theory (IRT), which is
a paradigm for the design, analysis,
and scoring of tests, questionnaires,
and similar instruments measuring
abilities, attitudes, or other variables. It is a theory of testing based
on the relationship between individuals’ performances on a test item
and the test takers’ levels of performance on an overall measure of the
ability that item was designed to
measure. Several different statistical
models are used to represent both
item and test taker characteristics.
This would:
a. move towards leaning on data

alone, and not expert opinions,
b. enhance transparency of the
evaluation system,
c. support the direct estimation of
variability of scores and rankings,
and
d. allow the Agency to adapt to
future changes.

2 FMCSA should continue to
work with State Agencies and law
enforcement to improve the quality
of data in MCMIS. The two areas in
need of immediate attention would
be: carrier exposure and crash data
and fault. The NAS calls for the
Continued on page 27

Nancy O’Liddy
holds the position
of Vice President of
Government Affairs
for the Transportation
Intermediaries
Association (TIA). TIA is the
only organization exclusively
representing the third-party
logistics industry, conducting
business in domestic and
international markets. She is
charged with representing TIA’s
legislative, regulatory and public
policy interests before Congress, the
Administration, Federal Regulatory
Agencies, State Governments and
International Organizations. Nancy
joined TIA in February 2008 and
brings with her a long career of
government relations experience in
both the public and private sectors.
She began her Washington career
by working on Capitol Hill for two
Congressmen from PA and CA.
After working on the Hill for several
years she moved to the Association
world, working on aging issues and
then to transportation and supply
change management. Before joining
TIA, she worked with the Truckload
Carriers Association’s handling their
Public Affairs Department.
Presently she sits on the U.S.
Chamber Small Business Council
Board of Directors. Nancy can be
reached by phone at 703-299-5711
or by email at oliddy@tianet.org.
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Help Protect the Factoring Industry
By Kwesi Rogers, President, Federal National Commercial Credit

The American Factoring Association
was founded in the wake of the
financial crisis of 2008 for the
purpose of educating policymakers
on the role factoring has in the US
economy.
In 2009, the Association began the
process of conducting meetings
with Congressional policymakers as
well as key officials from Treasury,
Federal Trade Commission, Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency,
Federal Reserve System, and
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. These meetings have
served to educate policymakers
and key government officials
regarding factoring. Perhaps, more
importantly, it allows us to build relationships upon which we can rely
in advance of circumstances which

require us to request assistance.
The years following 2009 provided
for a great deal of uncertainty for
the financial services industry.
Dodd-Frank, Operation Choke Point,
and the formation of the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau were
just a few of the initiatives that
created this uncertainty. Some
industry participants believe that
most of the aforementioned threats
to the industry have been all but
alleviated. However, threats are
brewing all of the time, and, as such,
we must remain vigilant to ensure
a bright future for our industry and
the small businesses that rely upon
us to fuel their growth.
Recently, Congressman Emmanuel
Cleaver launched an investigation
into Fintech and online lending

companies. While I do not believe
Congressman Cleaver’s investigation
is intended to target members of
the factoring community, we could
certainly be adversely affected
by unintended consequences
that might arise from steps taken
to address what the investigation might uncover. A growing
percentage of the factoring community is transacting business enabled
by technology and a greater online
presence. If we do not remain
steadfast in our efforts to educate
policymakers and government
officials, we could find ourselves
negatively affected by legislation
that may or may not have been
drafted with us in mind.
In order to stay the course, the
AFA requires the support of the
industry participants and those
deriving direct benefits from the
industry. Lobbying requires money.
If you desire a bright future for the
factoring industry, I encourage you
to donate today. We have members
who donate between $500 and
$10,000 or more; and of course, we
have members who give amounts
in between. The important thing
to note is that if we do not ensure
a bright future for ourselves, we
will only have ourselves to blame
when we are adversely impacted by
legislation and regulation. •
The goal of the AFA is to increase
membership and financial support
from every IFA member. We urge
every IFA member to contribute to
the AFA as we are in the midst of
our annual membership fund drive.
Currently, we have Bronze Members
who have contributed as little as $500,
up to Diamond Members who have
contributed in excess of $10,000.
This is a very inexpensive insurance
policy to help protect our industry from
needless regulation which will be both
costly and prohibitive. Please consider
supporting the American Factoring
Association. •
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3PLs
Continued from page 25

development of a National Minimum
Uniform Crash Criteria to be implemented nationwide.

3 FMCSA should investigate new
ways of collecting data that will likely
benefit the recommended methodology for safety assessment. This
would include data on carrier characteristics—including information on
driver turnover rates, type of cargo,
method and level of compensation,
and better information on exposure.
4 FMCSA should structure a

user-friendly version of the MCMIS
data file used as input to SMS
without any personally identifiable

information to facilitate its use by
external parties, such as researchers,
and by carriers. In addition, FMCSA
should make user-friendly computer
code used to compute SMS elements
available to individuals in accordance
with reproducibility and transparency guidelines.

5 FMCSA should undertake a
study to better understand the
statistical operating characteristics
of the percentile ranks to support
decisions regarding the usability of
public scores.
6 FMCSA should decide on the

carriers that receive SMS alerts
using both the SMS percentile ranks
and the SMS absolute measures,

2017 Members
Diamond Member ($10,000+)
Apex Capital Corp
Crestmark Bank
D & S Factors
Gulf Coast Business Credit
International Factoring Association
J D Factors
LSQ Funding Group
MP Star Financial, Inc.
TBS Factoring Service, LLC
Platinum ($5,000—$10,000)
Far West Capital
Federal National Commercial Credit
Goodman Factors, a division of
Independent Bank
Interstate Capital Corporation
Millennium Funding
Pavestone Capital
Phoenix Capital Group, LLC
Republic Business Credit, LLC
Sallyport Commercial Finance, LLC
Sunbelt Finance
TAFS, Inc.
Triumph Business Capital
United Capital Funding Corp.
Vertex Financial, Inc.
Gold ($2,500—$5,000)
Accord Financial, Inc.
AmeriFactors Financial Group, LLC
AmeriTrust Capital Corp.
Assist Financial Services, Inc.
Bay View Funding

Durham Commercial Capital
FirstLine Funding Group
FSW Funding
Lenders Funding, LLC
Mickey Seeman—
Owner, Sunbelt Finance
PRN Funding
Prosperity Funding, Inc.
Riviera Finance, LLC
SevenOaks Capital Associates, LLC
SouthStar Capital, LLC
The Hamilton Group
Transport Factoring, Inc.
Silver ($1,000—$2,500)
Alleon Capital Partners, LLC
American Funding Solutions LLC
Amerisource Funding, Inc.
Brookridge Funding
Business Finance Corporation
Commercial Business Funding
Corporation
Contractors Capital Solutions
Coral Capital Solutions LLC
Entrepreneur Growth Capital
Factor King, LLC
FactorHelp, Inc.
Gateway Commercial Finance
J.O.B.E. Services, Inc.
Levinson, Arshonsky & Kurtz, LLP
QC Capital Solutions
Match Factors, Inc.
Mazon Associates, Inc.
Nationwide Capital Funding, Inc.

and the percentile ranks should be
computed both conditionally within
safety event groups and over all
motor carriers.
TIA participated and provided
testimony during one of the NAS
public meetings, where we advocated on behalf of the third-party
logistics industry to keep the data
from being displayed on public view,
and outlined the liability concerns of
having the scores publicly available. TIA will continue to work its
membership to provide guidance
when selecting carriers by keeping
our Carrier Selection Framework
updated and available at www.
tianet.org.•

As of August 1, 2017
Spectrum Commercial Services Company
William Gallagher—
Managing Partner, CapFlow
Funding Group
Bronze ($500—$1,000)
Advantage Business Capital
Business to Business Capital Corp.
Camel Financial, Inc.
Cash Flow Resources, LLC
Concept Financial Group
David Levy—President, Utica Leasco, LLC
Dean Landis—President,
Entrepreneur Growth Capital
Firmco Business Funding
Greenback Capital
J.D. Kinney—Director—
Business Development,
QC Capital Solutions
John Ferguson—
President, DML Capital Group, Inc.
Kevin Janusz—
President, Cross Key Capital
Kim Deveney—
President, American Funding Solutions
Merrell Holbrook, Jr.—
COO, Assist Financial Services, Inc.
Primary Funding Corporation
Raffi Azadian—
President, Azadian Group LLC
Other (Under $500)
TradeGate Finance, Inc.
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Our Preferred Vendors have undergone a screening and evaluation process. When you contact the
Preferred Vendors, you will need to indicate that you are an IFA member to receive your benefit.
If you offer a good or service to the Factoring Industry and are interested in applying for Preferred
Vendor Status, please contact the IFA at 805-773-0011.

Associations

The following trade associations offer member
pricing for events attended by IFA members:

Beijing Commercial Factoring
Association (BCFA)
Colombian Association of Factoring (CAF)
Commercial Factoring Expertise
Committee of China (CFEC)
www.cfec.org.cn
Ecuadorian Factoring Association
(ASOFACTOR)
www.asofactoring.org
FCI
www.fci.nl
Romanian Factoring Association (RFA)
www.asociatiadefactoring.ro
Certified Email

RMail
Go Paperless. Switch to RMail to Send your Important
Notices. RMail services allow factors to end disputes
attributed to missing, misplaced or denied receipt of
notification emails for notices of assignment, notices
of default, borrowing base certificates, and other
important notifications. It also helps speed invoice
collections with proof of invoice delivery irrefutably
starting the accounts receivable aging clock.
www.rpost.com/ifa
IFA Members save $300! Subscribe to 1000
units RMail plan for only $390! (Normally $690)

Consulting

12five Consulting
12five Consulting provides technology and social
media consulting to the commercial finance industry.
Born out of its sister company, 12five Capital, 12five
Consulting understands the technological needs
of the commercial finance industry, as it was their
application of these tools that lead to their expertise.
12five specializes in software optimization, cloud
computing implementation and social media
representation.
Phone: 630-270-3072 • www.12five.com
Email: ryan@12five.com
IFA Member Benefit: One free hour of initial
phone consultation

FactorHelp
FactorHelp has come to be regarded as the
factoring industry’s premier resource provider.
Their manuals, in use on every continent of the
world, are setting the industry standard, and their
reputation as the one-call solution for factoring
problems is growing. By consistently introducing
innovative, viable products, vigilantly cultivating
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an extensive alliance of Strategic Partners and
providing the professional expertise demanded of
an industry leader, FactorHelp strives to maintain
its goal of providing the unparalleled service the
factoring industry expects from a solutions partner.
Phone: 972-722-3700 • www.factorhelp.com
IFA Members receive a discount of 10% on
their consulting fees and 5% discount on all
FactorHelp products in the IFA store.

Credit

Ansonia Credit Data
With more than 250 Factors and over $800 billion
in data, Ansonia provides Factors and ABL lenders
an innovative way of managing debtor and fraud
risk. Our business credit reports feature current and
historical days-to-pay information collected directly
from the accounts receivable departments of small
and large factors, and other companies across all
segments.
Phone: 855-ANSONIA • 855-267-6642 x.103
www.ansoniacreditdata.com
IFA Member Benefits: Free VIGILANTE™
Portfolio Analysis. Try Ansonia’s unique new
program for monitoring credit portfolio risk.
Call today to receive a comprehensive review of
your entire portfolio.

Credit2B
Trusted by all of the majors because of the sheer
volume of Factor trade and 98% third-party data
coverage of active businesses in North America,
Credit2B is a cloud-based platform that empowers
accurate and timely decisions by connecting the
experiences of trade credit grantors around their
common business customers. We combine this
highly valuable trade network information of
approximately $700B in recent receivables with
live bureau and public filing information to provide
comprehensive financial risk profiles, all in real
time. Our dashboard also provides Factor specific
scoring, Factor client risk pools, monitoring, peer
benchmarks and comprehensive trade data pack
solutions for integration into your enterprise
software.
Phone: 212-714-4500
Website: www.credit2b.com
IFA Member Benefits: Join the largest virtual
factor community. Receive 10% price discounts
for being an IFA member. Complimentary
invitations to our hosted events in NYC.

Dun and Bradstreet (D&B)
D&B is your source for the best business insight
in the world. D&B’s global database contains the
deepest, broadest, most rigorously quality-assured
business insight available, covering more than 210
million businesses worldwide. With this insight,
D&B has been enabling companies to Decide with
Confidence™ for more than 170 years.

Phone: 973-605-6344 • Website: www.dnb.com
IFA Member Benefits: New & Returning
customers: receive DISCOUNTS off D&B solutions. Discount is for IFA members that are not
current D&B customers or have been gone for a
period of one year. Existing customers: receive
discounts on other D&B solutions not under
contract. (ie: Hoovers, Supply, DNBI Modules)

FactorsNetwork
FactorsNetwork provide an online platform where
Factors work together to increase their profitability and competitiveness. Members are able
to pull Credit Reports free of charge as well as
monitor and analyze their portfolio. Transportation
Factors benefit from our CarrierMonitoring and
ChameleonCatcher programs and their clients love
our LoadBoard. You can even use the Sales Tool to
help find new clients.
Phone: 435-659-4612 • www.factorsnetwork.com
IFA Member Benefits: 33% cost savings for the
annual membership fee. It is normally $3 per
day, but IFA members will pay $2 per day.

Credit Card Processing

Clarus Merchant Services
Clarus Merchant Services offers a custom program
developed specifically for how the Factoring
Industry processes their credit card transactions.
Our program provides detailed reporting that allows
tracking of each invoice and fee transaction for
easy account reconciliation with their customers
and clients. We work with each member to ensure
all processing costs are covered and that they are
doing so within the guidelines of MasterCard / Visa.
In addition we provide IFA members direct access
to their account manager for immediate response
and support.
David Powers, Member Relationship Manger
Phone: 540-222-3925, • www.clarusdc.com
Email: dave.powers@clarusdc.com
IFA Member Benefits: Any IFA member that
purchases the CardX program will receive a
one-time $200 rebate once the member has
processed a whole month using the program.

ePaymentAmerica
ePaymentAmerica is the nation’s leading provider
of processing services for the factoring, A/R
financing, and P/O financing industries. They offer
IFA members exclusive VISA, MasterCard, American
Express and discover pricing, a discount on their
virtual gateway, and a discount on PCI Compliance
Certifications.
Phone: 901-385-5327 • www.epaymentamerica.com
Email: factoring_program@epaymentamerica.com
IFA Member Benefits: Interchange Plus Pricing*
Bundled Monthly Service Fee of $30.00
(includes IRS regulatory compliance, account
maintenance, PCI compliance, virtual gateway
& online management tool.) *Based on volume/
transaction count.

Disaster Recovery Services

Software

UCC Search

Agility Recovery
For the past 25 years, Agility Recovery has been
a premier provider of onsite recovery solutions
across the United States and Canada. When
disaster hits, Agility will be on the scene, providing
you with any, or all, of the critical elements you
need to keep your business in business: power,
space, technology, connectivity. Membership also
includes access to a dedicated Continuity Planner
and secure access to your myAgility planning portal
to assist in building and maintaining your business
continuity plan.
Phone: 866-364-9696 • www.agilityrecovery.com
Email: andre.selvyn@agilityrecovery.com

FactorFox
FactorFox Cirrus is a cloud application for factors,
their clients, brokers, lenders, and others who enter
or access data. Entries can be made and reports
accessed from any internet-connected computer,
tablet, or smart phone. As a web-native program,
there is no extra cost for setting up your account
or to access your data; further, you receive three
hours of free training online. FactorFox’s various
versions make it suitable for nearly any size factor.
Phone: 866-432-2409 • www.factorfox.com

First Corporate Solutions
First Corporate Solutions is a full service public
records provider specializing in the research,
retrieval and filing of public records nationwide
and internationally. Their services include industry
standards such as UCC, lien and litigation searching,
UCC and corporate filing services, nationwide
registered agent coverage and real property title
searching, as well as unique solutions such as state
and county account monitoring designed specifically for Factors.
Phone: 800-406-1577 • www.ficoso.com
Email: info@ficoso.com

IFA Member Benefits: 5% discount to each
respective client’s monthly ReadySuite
membership fee.

Funding

Liquid Capital Corp.
Liquid Capital has been in the Factoring industry
since 1999 and entered into a partnership with
Next Edge Capital in 2015. This relationship has
allowed them to pursue an aggressive growth
strategy focused on the following key initiatives:
• The acquisition of A/R portfolios from Factors
looking to exit the industry
Member benefit: Trailer fees for the life of the
acquired accounts

• Soliciting Factors to join the Liquid Capital
network to gain access to additional capital, a robust
range of working capital and trade finance products,
extensive marketing and back office support
Member benefit: Liquid will pay your IFA
membership or Annual Conference registration
fee for the following year.

• ABL referrals from existing Factors who would not
normally fund this type of transaction
Member Benefit: The referring Factor will earn
an origination fee and have the opportunity to
participate in the funding.

Glen Dalzell
Phone: 416-342-8295 • www.Liquidcapitalcorp.com
Email: gdalzell@liquidcapitalcorp.com
Marketing

50 Words LLC
50 Words is a marketing outsource firm for
companies that either do not have a marketing
department or that need to add more manpower to
their existing marketing team. They serve as your
dedicated marketing department.
Phone: 610-631-5702 • www.50wordsmarketing.com
IFA Member Benefits: IFA Members will receive
five free hours of marketing services with the
purchase of any marketing service. (Offer to
new clients only)

Recruitment Agency

Commercial Finance Consultants
Established in 2002, CFC is the premier provider of
human talent to the factoring industry. CFC’s goal
is to provide their clients with the best available
human capital and the most current industry
information to assist in accomplishing their growth
potential.
Phone: 469-402-4000 • www.searchcf.com
Email: dar@searchcf.com
IFA members will receive an additional 60 days
added to the guarantee on all placements.

In addition to the one-month free trial for
everyone, IFA Members receive an additional
month to try the complete program.

ProfitStars
ProfitStars® is an industry-leading provider of
complete portfolio management systems for
commercial finance, including FactorSoft®. Its
innovative Commercial Lending Management
System™ offers a common framework for factoring,
asset-based lending, inventory finance, and
lines of credit. ProfitStars’ dynamic Commercial
Lending Center Suite™ includes Commercial
Lending FinancialCenter™, BusinessCenter™,
BusinessManager®, and LendingNetwork®.
Phone: 205-972-8900, option 3
www.profitstars.com/commerciallending
®

IFA members will receive a 10% discount off
of the retail rates of their signature state and
county account monitoring product.

IFA CALENDAR
of events
September 7-8
Transportation Factoring Meeting
The Seelbach Hilton, Louisville, KY

IFA members will receive 10% off new
ProfitStars lending solutions product purchase.
For IFA members who are currently ProfitStars
customers: Free one day FactorSoft refresher
course, per year, at ProfitStars’ training facility
in Birmingham, AL.

September 13
How Technology Can Help Detect
Fraud
Webinar 1pm-2pm PDT

Tax Compliance

October 4
Basic Bankruptcy Practice and
Procedure
Webinar 1pm-2pm PDT

Tax Guard
Tax Guard fills a critical gap in a commercial lender’s
credit risk management toolset with efficient, realtime and actionable insight into the true, non-public
IRS tax compliance status of their prospects and
clients. Our due diligence reports, tax compliance monitoring and resolution solutions support
commercial lenders throughout every stage of the
funding life-cycle.
Phone: 646-502-4478 • www.tax-guard.com
Email: Rich Porterfield; rporterfield@tax-guard.com
IFA Members will receive a 20% discount on the
same-day due diligence order.

Transportation

ExecuCar
This is a premier luxury sedan service that
offers private transportation with experienced
professional drivers. Whether you are heading to
the airport, a business meeting or social event,
ExecuCar will get you there safely, in style and
comfort.
IFA Member Benefits: Save 10% on your
roundtrip transportation by booking online
with ExecuCar at www.execucar.com. Use the
following Discount Code: CLLMC

SuperShuttle
SuperShuttle is the nation’s leading shared-ride
airport shuttle service, providing door-to-door
ground transportation to more than 8 million
passengers per year. Their friendly drivers, comfortable vans and reasonable rates take the hassle out
of getting to and from 33 airports in over 50 US
cities and surrounding communities.
IFA Member Benefits: Save 10% on your
roundtrip transportation by booking online with
SuperShuttle at www.supershuttle.com. Use the
following Discount Code: CLLMC

October 11-12
Operations Roundtable
Planet Hollywood, Las Vegas, NV
October 19-20
Advanced Factoring & Legal Forum
Planet Hollywood, Las Vegas, NV
October 26-27
How to Compete Against the World
of Fintech Training Class
Planet Hollywood, Las Vegas, NV
November 2
True Sale of Accounts Webinar
Webinar 1pm-2pm PDT
November 15
UCC Debtor Name Essentials
Webinar 1pm-2pm PST
Jan 24-26, 2018
2018 Presidents & Senior
Executives Meeting
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel,
Hawaii Island, HI
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Set-Off of Transportation Receivables for
Freight Loss and Damage Claims
When a factor proceeds to complete its checklist to determine if a motor carrier’s freight charge receivables
are a good risk, the inquiry may start and end as follows: 1) Is there a valid invoice?; 2) Is there Proof of
Delivery?; 3) Is there a Rate Confirmation Sheet?; 4) What are the terms of transportation (contracts, bills of
lading—which give rise to the obligation for payment of a freight charge receivable)?
By Jeffrey Cohen, Esq.
While it is common practice to make
the first three inquiries, where
factors often run into problems is
by failing to make the fourth inquiry.
Shipper-carrier contracts and bills
of lading may contain provisions
which impact collectability of freight
transportation receivables. All too
often this inquiry is simply not made
and the factor is left in the dark
regarding key contractual provisions which many times address,
among other things, a shipper’s
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set-off rights impacting recoverability of freight charge invoices. A
brief summary of the law of freight
loss and damage follows to help
understand why this missed step is
important in the context of set-offs
made by shippers for unpaid freight
loss and damage claims.
The Law of Freight Loss and
Damage
For almost a century, the Carmack
Amendment to the Interstate

Commerce Act, which is codified,
at 49 U.S.C. §14706, has been the
exclusive remedy for freight loss
and damage claims against motor
carriers engaged in interstate
transportation of goods. The
Carmack Amendment imposes
strict liability upon “carriers” and
“freight forwarders” without proof
of negligence. Carmack preempts
state and common law in instances
where goods are lost, damaged, or
untimely delivered. It makes carriers

liable for the full actual loss, damage,
or injury caused by them to property they transport, and declares
unlawful and void any contract,
regulation, tariff, or other attempted
means of limiting this liability.
The purpose of the Carmack
Amendment is to establish
uniformity and predictability with
respect to a carrier’s liability for
loss or damage to cargo in transit. It
specifically preempts any cause of
action for breach of contract against
a carrier arising out of the same
loss in transit and thereby provides
interstate carriers with reasonable
certainty in assessing their risks and
predicting their potential liability.
The “ordinary measure of damages”
in Carmack Amendment cases is
meant to put the shipper back in
the position it would have been in
had the carrier properly performed.
Courts have generally determined
that these damages are the difference between the market value of
the freight at origin and destination.
A carrier may limit its liability under
the Carmack Amendment only
if it takes certain steps designed
primarily to afford the shipper with
a real opportunity to choose full
Carmack liability. The four steps
a carrier must take to have an
enforceable limitation of liability
before transporting the goods are
as follows: (1) maintain a tariff, if
required (since deregulation, a tariff
is almost always not required); (2)
obtain the shipper’s agreement as
to his choice of liability; (3) give the
shipper a reasonable opportunity to
choose between two or more levels
of liability; and (4) issue a receipt or
bill of lading prior to movement of
the shipment.
Waiver of the Carmack
Amendment
Following deregulation of the
transportation industry, Congress
authorized, by statute, motor
carriers and shippers to enter into
private transportation contracts and

The Carmack Amendment
imposes strict liability
upon “carriers” and
“freight forwarders”
without proof of
negligence. Carmack
preempts state and
common law in instances
where goods are lost,
damaged, or untimely
delivered.
waive application of the Carmack
Amendment. The governing statute,
49 U.S.C. § 14101(b), provides that
if a shipper and carrier agree in a
contract to waive the rights and
remedies otherwise applicable
under the Carmack Amendment for
the transportation covered by the
contract, then “the transportation
provided under the contract shall
not be subject to the waived rights.”
49 U.S.C. § 14101(b)(1) (emphasis
added). This provision allows for
written waiver of Carmack when
agreed to between the shipper and
carrier.
Where the Carmack Amendment is
waived, the exclusive remedy for a
freight loss claim against a carrier
is for breach of contract. 49 U.S.C.
§ 14101(b)(2). As a result, motor
carrier liability for freight loss claims
is either governed by Carmack or—
where a waiver exists—breach of the
governing transportation contract.
This brings us back to the fact
that it is imperative for a factor to
know and understand the terms of
transportation as these terms may
provide the basis for set-off rights or
other unfavorable provisions which
impact recoverability, including
application or non-application of
limitations of carrier liability.

Is Set-off of Freight Charges “Illegal”
Absent a Contract That Permits It?
A freight loss and damage claim is
an independent claim by a shipper
against a carrier which will rise or
fall on its own merits, just as a claim
by the carrier for unpaid freight
charges is an independent claim
which will rise and fall on its own
merits. Factors often ask, “Is it
‘illegal’ for a shipper to set off a loss
and damage claim against unrelated
freight charges?” The short answer
is, while not “illegal” as the word is
commonly used, absent a contract
which allows for set-off, it is a
breach of the basic transportation
agreement between a shipper and
a carrier in which the shipper agrees
to pay the carrier to move freight
from point A to point B. However, it
is equally actionable for a carrier not
to pay a valid loss and damage claim.
Where does this leave factors in the
real world where set-off happens
every day? When set-off occurs,
resulting in significant leverage for
the shipper, most of the time the
carrier will either pay the freight
claim or negotiate a resolution.
However, if a resolution cannot be
reached, the carrier may sue the
shipper for recovery of the unpaid
freight charges, and the shipper
may file a counterclaim for its
freight loss and damage claim. If
the carrier wins, after what could
be long and costly litigation, it may
be awarded a small amount of
prejudgment interest along with
the freight charges. The cost of this
prejudgment interest in most cases
will be well worth it for the shipper
considering the benefit they have
derived from holding the carrier’s
funds and the leverage that affords.
A shipper is likely aware that it
has no independent basis to hold
unrelated freight charges, but from
a real world perspective and absent
a contract which provides financial
consequences for doing so, many
shippers determine that it’s worth
it. The only certain way to avoid
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such set-offs is to preclude them by
contract and assign a cost to such a
practice, such as interest imposed
on receivables paid outside of terms,
late fees and recovery of attorneys’
fees expended to collect freight
charges. These favorable terms
could be mandated by the factor
to be applied by the carrier in some
instances.
Unfavorable ShipperCarrier Contractual
Language
Unfavorable provisions which could
dramatically impact recoverability
of factored carrier receivables are
commonly included by shippers in
proposed shipper-carrier contracts.
Even without separate shippercarrier contracts, the terms of the
bill of lading itself can impact the
recoverability of freight charges. All
bills of lading are simply not alike.
During a factor’s due diligence
process, shipper-carrier contracts
and bills of lading should be evaluated for unfavorable terms which
impact collectability. If these types
of provisions are identified, a
factor might choose to exclude the
invoices for loads associated with a
particular shipper, or seek additional
compensation to account for the
added risk. Prudent motor carriers
have shipper–carrier contracts evaluated prior to entry by experienced
transportation counsel to identify
these and other onerous provisions
which could impact liability and
collectability of freight charges. The
factor, standing in the shoes of the
motor carrier, should also have these
contracts evaluated by competent
transportation counsel. Carriers may
warrant in their factoring agreements that each freight invoice
is due, owing and not subject to
set-off, defense or adjustment. This
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may be technically accurate at that
time, but under certain shippercarrier contracts the charges may
not be “without set-off” for long.

additional caution must be exercised, and if the leverage exists with
the shipper, the language should be
eliminated.

Some examples of unfavorable
terms included in shipper-carrier
contracts related to set-off rights
include:

Conclusion

• Shipper shall have the right
to withhold payments on such
amounts that are the subject of a
dispute. In addition to any other
remedies available to Shipper under
this Agreement or under law or
in equity, Shipper may decline to
make or withhold from payment
due hereunder for any amount that
is disputed or any amount Shipper
deems necessary to reasonably
protect it from loss arising out of the
Services, or Carrier’s performance
or failure of performance of its
obligations, plus a non-refundable
administration fee equal to 50% of
the withheld amount.
• Shipper shall have the right to
offset against any amount that
Shipper owes to Carrier, any
expenses, losses or damages that
Carrier is obliged to compensate
Shipper hereunder and any overpayments or duplicate payments that
Shipper previously made to Carrier.
These contractual provisions in a
shipper-carrier contract may eliminate the carrier’s ability to assert a
claim for breach of contract seeking
unpaid freight charges and drastically reduce the chances of recovery.
All discretion resides with the
shipper and none with the carrier.
These are certainly not the shoes
a factor wants to stand in when
seeking recovery of receivables
for work performed by the carrier.
If provisions such as the language
cited above are identified in the
governing terms of transportation,

Multiple sets of terms may govern
the transportation of freight for
any one move. These terms may
impact the collectability of freight
charges and cannot be overlooked
when performing due diligence of
a potential motor carrier factoring
client. Set-off, absent a contractual
provision providing for this practice,
is a breach of contract, but one with
little consequence. A vigilant factor
can work to require, when possible,
favorable terms which incentivize
payment and assign a cost for
set-off. •
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The (Not So) Obvious Considerations in
Government Contract Factoring
Over my long career there have been times, such as the present, when interest in factoring federal government
contracts has spiked. As Steve Kurtz observed in his recent article (Commercial Factor, June, 2017), this may
be due, in part, to Washington’s new focus on military spending and infrastructure improvements. Whatever
the reasons, all indications are that there will be a significant increase in federal outsourcing of materials and
services, and therefore greater need for outside financing, especially to small and mid-sized suppliers.
By Leslie J Polt, Esq.
Most experienced financial services
professionals and their legal
counsel have at the very least a
passing familiarity with the basics of
factoring federal contract receivables. To briefly recap: the factor
(and its factoring client) must each
be registered on the System for
Award Management (“SAM”) and
have its individual federal CAGE
code. When presented with a federal
contract financing opportunity, the
factor and/or its counsel should
review the contract in order to: (i)
identify both the contracting officer
(“CO”) and payment/disbursement office (“PO”) for purposes
of notice of assignment, (ii) verify
that the contract is not subject to
a “non-assignment” clause, (iii)
identify any provisions that might
impact on invoice processing and
payment, and (iv) send notices of
assignment in proper form to the
CO and the PO. The financing source
registers under the appropriate
on-line payment processing platform (Invoice Processing Platform
for Departments of Transportation,
Homeland Security, HHS, Interior,
and several others; iRapt (formerly
called Wide Area Work Flow) for
defense contracts, among others) in
order to be able to monitor invoice
processing.

Government receivable factoring is
by no means risk-free. The elimination of the credit risk is offset by
other risks specific to the nature of
the government as a purchaser and
account debtor. The more obvious
risks include: (i) termination of the
contract for default (“T for D”), (ii)
termination for the convenience
of the government (“T for C”), (iii)
lack or loss of contract funding or
appropriation, and (iv) suspension
or debarment of the contractor/
client for past violations of any of
the myriad of procurement rules and
regulations. But, there are others,
perhaps not as well known, but
carrying equal if not greater impact;
in the remainder of this article I will
touch on some of them.

1 Disregarding the Assignment

of Claims Act.

I’m frequently asked whether it is
necessary for the secured creditor
or factor to go through the timeconsuming and detailed process of
sending the Assignment of Claims
and Notice of Assignment to the CO
and the PO in the precise number of
original and “true” copies as dictated
by the Federal Assignment of Claims
Act (“AOCA”) and Federal Acquisition
Regulations (“FAR”). The argument
against compliance is that the AOCA

is not a perfection statute, but
rather a “notice” statue enacted
solely for the government’s protection and convenience. The Uniform
Commercial Code (“UCC”) financing
statement perfects the assignment
or security interest in the account
receivable, and the factor can obtain
perfection by control over the
remittances by means of a control
agreement with the client and the
client’s depository bank that directs
the bank to sweep collections daily
to the factor’s collection account.
In other words, what’s wrong
with implementing a government
contract factoring program on a
non-notification basis?
Conventional secured lending is
normally structured as non-notification financing, with remittances
being sent to a deposit account of
the debtor that is under the lender’s
control. A fundamental protection
to secured lenders is UCC §9-406.
Upon discovering that the debtor
has attempted to divert remittances to an uncontrolled account,
the lender’s redress (aside from
declaring an event of default) is to
promptly notify account debtors
of the security interest by means
of a UCC §9-406 “pay proceeds”
letter that instructs the customer
to make all future remittances to
The Commercial Factor | AUGUST 2017
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the lender. However, §9-406 does
not apply to federal contracts; it is
preempted by the AOCA and FAR.
Notice under §9-406 is ineffective
and most likely will be disregarded
by a contracting or payment officer.
Sending out the AOCA notice on
pending contracts after learning
of a diversion is most likely a futile
gesture since the agency may have
already processed payment to the
client before the assignment can
be acknowledged and the new
payment data programmed into the
agency’s payment system. In short,
by electing not to follow the notice
procedures under AOCA, the factor
assumes a greater risk of diversion
of its collateral.
The other risk of AOCA non-compliance relates to the government’s
extensive rights of offset. Under
the UCC the payment obligation
of the account debtor can be
reduced or offset by any claims
and defenses the account debtor
may assert against the contractor,
whether or not arising out of the
assigned contract. However, once
the account debtor receives notice
of assignment to the factor, UCC
§9-404 cuts off any future offset
claim unless it arises out of the
assigned contract. The AOCA has
provisions that parallel UCC §9-404
and which limit the government’s
offset rights once it receives AOCA
compliant notice of assignment.
The United States is considered a
“unitary” creditor, meaning that
the government’s obligation to pay
factored invoices is subject to offset
for any liability of your customer
to any arm of the government, for
tax liability, default in performing
unrelated contracts, ERISA or labor
law liabilities, etc. The extent of the
government’s offset rights is beyond
the scope of this article, but suffice it
to say that a factor or assignee that
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§9-406 does not apply
to federal contracts;
it is preempted by
the AOCA and FAR.
Notice under §9406 is ineffective
and most likely will
be disregarded by
a contracting or
payment officer.
opts to ignore the AOCA will remain
subject to all of the offset rights
available to the US.

2 Payment to Client Despite
Valid Notice
As previously mentioned, UCC
§9-406 says that once the account
debtor has received a proper
notice of assignment and instruction to pay the assignee, it can no
longer “discharge” its obligation by
continuing to pay the contractorclient. If the account debtor
disregards the payment instruction
it remains liable to the assignee/
secured creditor. Federal law follows
that rule. The difficulty comes when
the factor learns that payment was
made to the client even though
the factor believed in good faith
that it had submitted the proper
documents and obtained acknowledgment under the AOCA. How
does the factor enforce its right to
payment.
The assignee will most likely initiate
contact with the CO and PO to
negotiate some form of settlement. That raises questions of
the officer’s settlement authority,
since your demand will result in

the government paying the same
claim twice, potentially exceeding
budgeted expenditure, and
compelling the agency to pursue
the contractor for recovery of the
payment that was made in error.
But, what if the agency flat out
refuses to pay the factor? What
is the factor’s recourse if the PO
asserts that the assignment was
defective because of some minor
deficiency or technical non-compliance with the factor’s notice (for
example, only 2 copies were mailed
rather than the requisite 3 copies).
The burden is then shifted to the
factor to establish either that it fully
complied with AOCA and received
the proper acknowledgments or any
technical defaults were nevertheless
waived by the government. There
are many reported cases where
the court found that the US had
waived strict AOCA compliance;
examples include: (i) paying the
factor for earlier invoices directly,
and (2) providing written assurances
to the factor the notice had been
received and that the contract had
been amended to reflect the factor’s
payment instructions.
The factor may have the facts and
law on its side, but establishing
your rights against the US in court
is a time consuming and expensive
process. In the case of non-governmental account debtors, the secured
creditor might initiate an enforcement action in any state or federal
court that has both subject matter
and personal jurisdiction over the
account debtor. Not so when the
account debtor is the United States.
The exclusive method of enforcing
your claim against the US is before
the United States Court of Federal
Claims, located in Washington,
D.C. Obviously, that burden itself
is a deterrent to judicial enforcement of all but the largest claims.

Moreover, a contractor/client can
dispute contract payment issues
administratively and at lower cost
under the Contract Disputes Act, but
its lender or factor has no standing
under the Contract Disputes Act and
must proceed in the Court of Federal
Claims.

3 Refusal to Process Assignment
The overwhelming majority of COs
are well-versed in AOCA procedures
and will fully cooperate with an
assignee that submits proper documentation. On occasion, however,
the assignee will face a situation
where CO refuses to acknowledge
the assignment. The officer may
even assert the agency does not
recognize or process assignments. It
is true that certain contract payables
are not subject to assignment, either
because the contact is a micropurchase, or credit card purchase,
or the contract value is lower than
the $1,000 statutory minimum,
or by its terms are expressly made
unassignable in the interest of the
Government.Some agency COs
establish an arbitrary contract floor
(for example—$100,000) before
the assignment will be processed.
Such refusal normally exceeds the
statutory authority of the government representative, who typically
does not have discretionary right
of refusal. It takes little imagination to see the potential economic
consequence of a client unable to
convert its receivable into working
capital. While there is no bright line
resolution, the experienced government contract factor may succeed in
obtaining acknowledgment if it can
establish a line of communication
with the CO and the CO’s supervisor. Failing that, the factor should
consider obtaining perfection by
control over the client’s deposit
account into which the remittances
will be deposited.

4 Wage and Hour Law Priorities
Federal contractors (and their
subcontractors) must comply with

federal laws governing wages,
hours and conditions of employment. The Davis-Bacon Act applies
to construction contracts, and
requires payment of wages and
fringe benefits not less than those
prevailing in the relevant geographic
region, as determined by the Labor
Department. The law permits the
Department to withhold funds
payable on any project violating
the act, or on any other federal
project of that contractor, and to
place those funds into trust for the
underpaid employees.Most factors
will not come into contact with the
Davis-Bacon Act, since they do not
take assignments of construction
progress invoices. However, many
factors finance small and mid-size
providers of non-professional
services to the government, such
as janitorial, guard and security services, and the like. The
McNamara-O’hara Service Contract
Act extends the same protections to
their employees and the employees
of subcontractors.Furthermore, the
regulations under that Act expressly
state that the Department’s offset
rights take priority over a bona fide
assignee under AOCA. At the very
least, your client must represent,
warrant and covenant its past and
future compliance with applicable
wage laws.

5 Who is your client?
The government has recognized
procurement arrangements with
multiple contractors, frequently in
the interest of economies arising
from pooling of resources. Teaming
agreements can be structured as
prime/subcontractor, joint venture
or partnership. The teaming
arrangement is normally disclosed
to the federal agency prior to
bidding or before commencement
of work on the contract. The Small
Business Administration requires 8a
contractors to obtain SBA approval
before entering into a teaming
arrangement. Because the PO will
only pay the prime, or the venture

itself, the factor must have a full
understanding of the relationship between its factoring client
and the teaming venture, such as
who is invoicing the agency and in
what capacity; in other words is it
a factorable invoice. Most important, the teaming or joint venture
agreements must be reviewed for
adequate specificity as to allocation of duties and performance and
apportionment of revenues. Several
judicial cases have held teaming
agreements to be nothing more
than a vague “statement of objectives” or an “agreement to agree”,
and therefore unenforceable. That
determination is based on applicable
state, not federal, law. © 2017 Leslie
J Polt, Esq. •
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